Fascinating evidence was presented recently that monocrowding with Ficoll 70 (Fc70) improves the refolding speed of VlsE that was unfolded in urea (1) . This demonstrated the power of macromolecular crowding as present in cellular interiors. However, we noted that the Fc70 concentrations used in this study (1) are high enough to cause self-crowding (2), meaning compaction of the crowder, thus diminishing its crowding capacity. In fact, as evidenced with dynamic light scattering (DLS), the hydrodynamic radii of Fc molecules begin to shrink with increasing crowder concentrations (Fig.  1A) , and CD spectroscopy reveals structural changes (Fig.  1B) . Furthermore, DLS in 0.9 M urea-phosphate buffer (1) suggests a heterogeneous size distribution of Fc, increasing with its concentration (Fig. 2A) . Correspondingly, CD shows urea-dependent structural changes of Fc70 (Fig. 2B) . It is conceivable that in the system used to study protein folding kinetics (1) concentrations below the self-crowding threshold would give equally dramatic, or greater, effects as shown earlier by us in another context (3). These lower concentrations would still represent fractional volume occupancies in the biological range (4). Because monocrowding is practically absent in biological systems, we have previously applied mixed macromolecular crowding (each component below its self-crowding concentration) to PCR. We observed a stabilization of Fc70 in such a mixture. Furthermore, we found Taq polymerase to be protected against heat denaturation and its catalytic activity augmented (3). Our experience suggests that mixed macromolecular crowding as outlined above would allow an even greater appreciation of the impact of macromolecular crowding on biological processes. 
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